
The frontstrap and underside of the trigger
guard are both checkered 30 lines per inch. The
mainspring housing is polymer, checkered 24 lpi.
The mag well is beveled. Magazines are stainless
steel, single stack, originally full-length nine-
rounders cut down to match the short butt, thus
sacrificing one round of capacity. Kimber autos
are normally sold with one magazine; gunwriter
samples come with four. Given the four maga-
zines already on hand for the Ultra Aegis II, I had
eight magazines for this gun.

The Kimber Ultra CDP II 9mm was accuracy and
reliability tested with seven 9mm loads. Best five-
shot group from the bench at 50 feet was 1.2” with
Winchester’s 124-grain Bonded JHP. The Hornady
147-grain TAP FPD load posted 1.5”, slightly edging
the 124-grain TAP FPD at 1.6”. The rest of the
ammo went into the 1.8” to 2.1” range.

The Ultra CDP II was flawlessly feed reliable.
The closest thing to a malfunction was one fail-
ure to lock back when empty, traced to one spe-
cific magazine that was none too great at fully
engaging the slide stop even when hand cycling

the gun on an empty mag. That magazine was
marked and set aside, and the gun performed
perfectly thereafter.

Shooting this gun from the bench, as well as
standing freestyle, reinforced an impression
already developed with the Aegis: these guns, for
all their light weight and small size, and despite
chambering a service cartridge, are amazingly
easy to fire well. Recoil seems very “fast” in such a
short-barreled auto pistol. In other words, the gun
cycles so fast it snaps down out of recoil before it
has a chance to flip its muzzle very much at all.

The Kimber Ultra CDP II 9mm was never less
than decently accurate; with favored ammo it was
more accurate than we have any right to expect
from such a compact, concealment-oriented auto
pistol. Its feed reliability level was such I would
have no problem carrying this gun for self-defense.
At an MSRP of $1,359 it’s not cheap (in any sense
of the word). If you found Kimber’s Ultra Aegis II a
very interesting gun, but wished its features were a
bit more standard in some areas, the Ultra CDP II
9mm basically is the gun you wanted.
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Above: The Ultra CDP II 9mm (left) features Kimber’s
Low Profile Combat sight, a Commander-style rowel
hammer, and extended ambidextrous safety levers,

where the Ultra Aegis has the Tactical Wedge rear sight,
a de-spurred hammer, and single-side thumb safety.

Below: The author considers the method by which the
Kimber ambi safety design affixes the offside lever makes

it the best design of its type bar none.

Above: Both the Ultra CDP II 9mm and Ultra Aegis II
have had their mag well openings beveled. The grips on

the Aegis are considerably thinner than those on the
CDP. Below: Best accuracy at 50 feet from the bench
was 1.2” with Winchester’s new 124-gr. JHP Bonded
load. The Hornady 147-gr. TAP FPD went into 1.5”.
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